
Mutika's commitment is concrete and constant. Our Experience Design Team 
has developed solutions to be virtually experienced and 100% made in Italy!  
While we cannot take you into immersive experiences in physical places, we 
want to bring Italy into your home. We continue to monitor the recovery from 
this pandemic. Our daily goal is to increase health checks and safety levels 
through our Covid Tested Meeting services, so that in additional to virtual 
events, we will also return to in-person experiences.

foodIE & beverage
Culinary masterclasses with the presence of renowned chefs, 
mixology and wine classes, to create group events where you can 
get in touch with the Italian tradition and with the possibility of 
receiving a special box at home containing the typical tools and 
seasonal products to use.

Let's find out together our phygital solutions, 
customized and customizable packages for every need:

Art & Culture
Moments of brainstorming in which we create together 
customized cultural experiences, close to the values   and the 
identity of your brand.

Virtual Incentive 
Experiences 2021



Thought leaders
Motivational moments and events with the focus on specific 
themes made up for you with the participation of celebrities, 
professionals and athletes.

team building
Creative collaborative activities that differ in duration, setting, 
theme and objective. 
Virtual experiences of logic, lateral thinking and also sports 
group activities, inside or outside, from the comfort of your own 
home, safely.

LIFESTYLE
Italian popular culture has always fascinated those who visit our 
country: fun moments in which you can understand typical 
Italian expressions and gestures, immersive experiences in 
unique fashion boutiques, sensory experiences with 
enveloping scents, virtual tours of historic artisan laboratories.

HEALTH & WELLNESS
Yoga masterclass, mocktail experience and healthy cooking 
class with starred and non-starred chefs, to live healthy and 
wellness situations you can share in groups.

Reach out to Kelsey or Gabriele to learn more about the virtual experiences
we have designed or can tailor make for you.

 
Contacts:  Kelsey Nicol  - Kelsey.Nicol@mutika.it 

Gabriele Finocchio – Gabriele.finocchio@mutika.it


